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Vanda Carvalho
Real Estate Agent RE/MAX Siimgroup Countryside

My name is Vanda Carvalho, I am from Lisbon, but I live in the Alentejo.

I have a great passion for human relations and the commercial area.

For 12 years I worked in the wine business developing functions as Brand●

Manager, Marketing and Sales, in Douro, Bairrada and Alentejo regions.

Throughout this period I had the opportunity to meet people from

different cultures and nationalities in the business, and because of that I

have a large portfolio of contacts at national and international level.

In 2019 I discovered SIIMGROUP, an experienced and solid real estate●

group, with a highly experienced and professional team. Here I found an

innovative spirit and commitment to the development of personal

relationships based on a service of excellence.

Based on my professional experience and constant commitment to●

knowledge, today, I propose to be a reference as a real estate consultant,

a reliable solution, knowledge and competence in the process of buying

or selling your home, accompanying you throughout the process . My

greatest wish is to guarantee your satisfaction.

When working with me you will also have access to the largest real

estate network in the world, which is the undisputed leader at national

level - RE/MAX, you will also have the know-how of the Siimgroup team,

positioned among the 5 best agencies in Portugal.

"We are what we do repeatedly. Excellence, then, is not a way of

acting, but a habit."

- Greek philosopher Aristoteles -384 - -321 BC

+351 919 774 475
vccarvalho@remax.pt

https://www.remax.pt/vccarvalho?Lang

=en-US
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Training
RE/MAX Training:

Initiation Seminar●

Sales Training●

Tecnhology●

Advanced sales strategies●
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